[Features of genome expression of phage transposon D3112 of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Escherichia coli bacteria: dependence of bacterial phenotype on copy number of D3112 genome].
Escherichia coli (RP4 :: D3112) bacteria manifest Tcs phenotype (thirty centigrade sensitivity), i.e. the cells do not divide and form colonies under conditions of lowered temperature (30 degrees C and lower), while cells grow normally at 42 degrees C. In this work it is demonstrated that replication-transposition of D3112 and the Tcs phenotype depend on no recA system of E.coli. Following events lead to the loss of the Tcs phenotype (in E.coli (RP4 :: D3112) cells survived after growing at 30 degrees C): occurrence of mutations in bacterial, phage and plasmid genomes, elimination of DNA of hybrid plasmid or RP4 DNA (a portion of DNA) as well as integration of the hybrid plasmid into bacterial chromosome. In the latter case, the E.coli (D3112) cells acquired the properties shared by the initial bacteria and those with the Tcs phenotype. Such clones are designated tcl (thirty centigrade low sensitivity), they are able to form colonies at 30 degrees C but their growth is more slow, they maintain instability at lowered temperature and continue to produce D3112 phage. The tcl clones in which replication-transposition of D3112 DNA in less effective than in the tcs clones are a suitable object for the study of genetic rearrangements caused by D3112 phage transposon. It is shown that either complete RP4 genome or its portion are comprised between direct repeats of D3112 and are built into various chromosomal sites, i.e. cointegrates are being formed. Two types of deletions are revealed: eliminating sites of RP4 plasmid adjacent to the left end of D3112 genome as well as deletions of the D3112 genome. It is demonstrated that alteration in the growth nature of E.coli, carrying D3112 DNA, at 30 degrees C depends on the copy number of D3112 per bacterial cell.